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Michele Weiner-Davis provides an empowering and encouraging guide for revitalizing
relationship and building stronger, more loving bonds. Using revealing anecdotes and in-
depth case research, she illustrates practical methods for marriage companions to -avoid the
“and keep it there Rescue your marriage with the proven methods of The Divorce
Remedy—Michele Weiner-Davis goes beyond her marriage-saving bestseller, Divorce Busting,
with this empowering and encouraging guideline for revitalizing relationship and building
stronger, more loving bonds.sound, sensible assistance from a renowned relationship expert!
-identify specific marriage-conserving goals -move beyond ineffective, hurtful means of
interacting -become a specialist on “doing what works” -overcome infidelity, Internet
obsessions, melancholy, sexual complications, and midlife crises -get your marriage back
again on monitor— In a down-to-earth style that is free from psychobabble, Weiner-Davis
outlines an authentic, solution-oriented seven-step system for managing marital
complications, which, when left unchecked, can drain the life out of a romantic
relationship.divorce trap”
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It worked! My spouse has been in love with someone else (twenty years younger and
spectacular) for greater than a calendar year, said he was filing for divorce and was going to
move out. This publication reminded us that we have to continue steadily to function at it and
lots of great ideas on what. I started GAL (Obtaining a Life), exercising, eating healthful (but
haven't lost weight yet), wearing different clothes (however, not seductive or anything),
carrying out different things, having a little fun, halted talking about the partnership, kept my
mouth shut! DONE. thanks a lot--- sue anderson Understanding my times were numbered, I
browse the book a lot more than five instances and spent hours on the divorcebusting.com
online community. Didn't treatment what God, experts, our kids, parents, friends idea. (The
Divorce Busting phone coaching service is the one I would recommend unconditionally--it is
excellent. Go for it! The very best book out there ! I secretly took notes in what worked well
and didn't function, and noticed the tiny methods he was changing, which provided me hope. I
overlooked the other woman, hardest thing I've ever done! If your marriage needs a little help
I came across this book to involve some great details and good advise... it is operating!)
Practical, hope-giving, empowering. Then, a few hugs and invitations out for low-key "dates".
Sometimes I was available, sometimes not really. Yesterday, he hugged me, kissed me, stated
he loves me and is set to figure things out with me. I can tell he really is ready now to work on
the marriage and his issues. There were instances, when Micheles books help a whole lot! We
are right now stronger than ever and I've this publication to thank. There will be time to work
on issues later, however, not if he's GONE. Fire the marriage counselor and do what really
works! There is an excessive amount of divorce happening. Generally only 1 person in a
relationship is really motivated to do something differently, and this book instructors that one
individual to radically improve the relationship simply by themselves. I think the logical
approach will work better for all of us than a few of the touchy feely stuff we've run into.
Should have bought this first After some disastrous "counseling" sessions, some useless books
and six months of separation I bought this. I examine it and offered it to my husband to read,
and lastly we started putting stuff back jointly. Also, the author is "marriage-safe," meaning she
is oriented towards bolstering the partnership, not towards figuring out reasons to give up
easily. Follow these techniques for as very long as it takes and never quit! As an
atheist/nondenominational Christian mixed marriage it was also important to us that the
publication was fairly neutral due to that. I developed extreme persistence. Lots of good info
While title leads you to trust this is a book about impending divorce and how to prevent it, in
addition, it has great tips for keeping a marriage happy and healthful. After reading it I
recognized everything I have been carrying out incorrectly and started paving the way to an
improved relationship with my hubby. Truly a miracle. If you are marriage is normally on the
rocks or provides even already vaulted off the cliff, trust me when I say you need to buy this
book. Make Sure Your Spouse Isn't A Narcissist First! I needed out of my relationship - and
wanted the separation and divorce - but bought this reserve as a final ditch effort - and We
purchased the coaching providers. Five Stars Great reference book. This publication and the
coaching solutions should lead with questions to identify which kind of partner you have and
state that these techniques shouldn't be used with narcissists. My marriage was a full wreck
when We ordered this publication. After twenty years of relationship, we hit a tough place.
Said he didn't love me anymore. By no means take one another for granted or get so
comfortable that you are feeling more like roommates. The books are filled with ideas an
extremely upbeat--- they are able to only make your daily life better! One of the all time best
resources for an ailing relationship Superb.. Don't enhance the stats. The useful, answer-



based tone of this book set it aside from many of the other marital books I've found. No more
pressure, criticism, or unforgiveness. First, I noticed my husband simply watching me with
interest. Saved my marriage! Excellent.! Mostly of the books aimed at improving your marriage
.!. One of the few books aimed at improving your marriage that will not take your spouses
contract to it still functions! And. Five Stars Great suggestions.. I was wedded to a covert
narcissist who utilized these techniques to further victimize me and the kids. Excellent! Three
Stars Good idea.. One of my all time best assets to recommend to close friends and clients,
since it focuses on what one individual can do in regards to a relationship, rather than
requiring both people to obtain counseling or something similar to that.if only you can get
both to agree . We married young, and after 50 years together, still like and respect one
another. read 3 of Michele books on divorce and i really like the normal sense approch she
takes i have read 3 of Michele books on divorce and i love the normal sense approch she calls
for!.! A marriage saver within my house.. This man, who was prideful and rebellious, is now
humbled and repentant. I have passed them to friends--they as well have got gotten help. Our
marriage is certainly back again on the right track but I will continue steadily to refer back
again to this book regularly to remind us not to take each other for granted and how to handle
certain problems..! I bought this book per month ago and gave Michele's methods a good try,
even though I was 90% sure my husband was too far gone.
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